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As such, Humanics presents a whole Vision of Existence of the Human 

Condition, presenting a Critique of Humanity as Zoohumanity in the vice grip 

and death-clasp of dehumanisations, machinations, mechanisations, 

manipulations, mobbing, fascisomisation, directing and herding of humanity, 

and by an economics of squalor, high-cruelties, high-barbarities, high-

brutalities and sociology of squalor and sociology of evil by the poverty 

paradigm and anti-nature system of economics of capitalism as pseudonomics 

and, Humanics, thus, parallels that with the Vision of Humanity as Humanity 

Naturale with its Architectonics, Architectures, Mechanisms, Systems and 

Processes with its own School of Visions, ideas, concepts, vocabulary, doctrines 

and teachings, their grid and philosophy, political philosophy, political 

economics, public affairs management system, psychology, sociology, social 

psychology, moral science, jurisprudence and, Humanics, thus, ellevisions, at 

the same time, coming into being many other new branches of science, such as, 

humanical moral science, humanical sociology, humanical psychology, 

humanical jurisprudence, humanical social psychology, humanical cultural 

anthropology, humanicsxian economics, humanicsovics, 
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cosmogeogenomodynamics, cosmovicology, cosmography, duantum physics, 

hearteogenics, beuroblubellogenics and many more countless other new  

 

disciplines of Learning, Knowledge and Wisdom and with all these Humanics 

brings into Vision the whole Universe as not one but as the Delta of the 

Universes whereby it takes the Human Condition far beyond the Newtonian 

Mechanics and Einsteinian Quantum Physics paradigm, as well as, it lifts the 

human soul way beyond the reach of the Freudian and Behaviourist schools of 

psychology, way beyond the sociology of Durkheim and Webber and others 

and way beyond Malthus, Adam Smith, Keynes, Karl Marx, Friedrich Engels, 

Lenin, Stalin, Mao and the likes, way beyond Socrates, Plato, Aristotle, Kant, 

Schopenhauer, Kierkegaard, Nie0sche, Descartes, Sartre and many multitude 

of other thinkers, into a view of a New Humanical Seismic Paradigm and 

conceives that Delta of the Universes as The Mother Universana, the Home 

Country of Humanity Naturale as The Humanion whereby Humanity Naturale 

is a metaphorical oneness of being a one metaphorical body, one metaphorical 

psychology, one-ecology-of-one-goodness, nanocromised as an infinity 

unfolding itself, and this oneness of this Humanity Naturale is comprised of 

each and every single one of all the Individual Persons of all humanity on earth 

with their inherent oneness and, their, equally inherent, diversity whereby its 

oneness is the nanocrosm of the diversity humanity possesses and its diversity 

is the mammothcrosm of what humanity possesses. This Human Oneness is 
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constituted with One-Blood, One Breath, One Biochemistry, One Biogenomics, 

One Bioengineering, One Neurology, One Cardiology, One Psychology and 

One Homeogenesis and all that are achieved in a human individual person’s 

physiology, neurology, cardiology, psychology and homeogenesis, that is 

constructed with its Architectonics, Architectures, Mechanisms, Systems and 

Processes and in all this, this humanity naturale contains the nanocrosm of the 

whole Delta of the Universes in its construction. Humanics invites all human 

minds to the study of this new School of Philosophy as a New Humanical 

Seismic Paradigm, the likes of which had not existed since the dawn of time, so 

that its Vision can be ellevisioned, understood and seen. Do not think as to who 

brought this into view or into being; it is besides the point, which was why the 

Author used Humanics instead of le8ing his name being used as the name of 

the philosophy. Rather, try to imagine and ellevision what this New School of 

Philosophy of Humanics and this New Vision, this New Seismic Paradigm, it 

brings into human vision is like and what it can achieve for all humanity: 

Liberty, Equality, Meaning and Purpose for all humanity across the Mother 

Universana, within the Rule of Law, in Natural Justice, in Human Enterprise, 

by Humanicsovics, in Humanical Societies, on a Grid of a Humanical Civic 

Civilisation, constructed within a Humanical Architectonics, Architectures, 

Mechanisms, Systems and Processes of Humanics to bring about the Rule of 

Law in Naturale Justice, being and doing nothing but being and doing 

Humanity Naturale: An Infinity Unfolding Itself: Humanics: All-For-One-One-

For-All: To read is to imagine, to ellevision: read, imagine, ellevision and 

construct a New Humanity Naturale on Mother Universana! 
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